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You Can't Be Great....If You're Living The Wrong Life

Everyone has advice about what we should do with our life.
Our family, our friends, our bosses, our religion and a billion other people on the
internet....to name a few.

But how do we decide what we should be doing with our life?

What types of work, lifestyle, relationships would help us create a life we really love?

A Mis-matched” Life
As we grow up, for the most part we simply cobble together what our lives look like.

We start by following a path others create for us.

We randomly discover things we like to do.

We take whatever work just shows up, because we don't know what we're looking for.

And much too often, we're left feeling empty and disconnected.

Inside we keep asking ourselves “What should I be doing?”

Change The Game
Even from a young age, we intuitively sense something about ourself we identify as
being uniquely “us.”

In fact, within our very DNA, each of us is born with a specific set of natural strengths
(gifts) intentionally installed to help us succeed.

These custom abilities put us ahead of the curve within those areas.
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Unfortunately, many of these gifts remain asleep and undiscovered because we don't
even realize we have them.

And the more we leave our unique gifts sleeping, the louder that voice inside keeps
saying "This isn't what I'm supposed to be doing here."

Being Honest With Ourselves
It’s popular to tell everyone “You can be anything you want to be!”

But the fact is, that’s not true.

If we don’t have a strong genetic bias in our DNA for math, we will never be a
great mathematician. 

If we're not naturally wired to have very fast eye / body coordination, we won’t be a
great racer.

This doesn’t mean we can’t enjoy doing these activities to a very proficient level, and
get some great personal satisfaction from doing them.

Golf is probably one of the greatest examples.

But if we have a natural strength for it, with focused effort, we can truly excel.

Know What Game To Play

A clear sense of our own Identity, knowing what our most powerful Natural Strengths
are, and recognizing what our underlying Purpose is?

How much stronger and more confident would we feel about making life decisions?

Instead of building our lives on mostly reactionary decisions, what if we had a clear
perspective on the core value of who we are? 
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Point Your Life Towards Your North Star
Once you know what tools you have to work with on your journey, now....

Where do you want to go? 

This is BIG. You need to do what so few people ever stop to do in their life: 

 

Because you can't have a life you love, if you don't know what that
means to you.

And until you do, You Can't Be Great...Because You're Living The Wrong Life.

You're living somebody else's.

"Build Your Own Owner's Manual"™

With the world swirling around us, it's easy to lose sight of how incredible and valuable
we are, not only to ourselves, but to others. 

Not in an egotistical way. That only takes us further from the core of what creates 
happiness and fulfillment.

We need to truly feel Appreciation for the capabilities we have, Recognize the strength
they give us, and Honor them by putting them into action.

These "built in" tools are the Skills, Passions and underlying Purpose we can bring to
any of life's experiences.

That's why, at each step within the Intentional Living process, you build your own
"Owner's Manual,"  So you never forget how valuable and amazing you really are.

What is the Experience Of Life you actually want to live inside of each day forward?

Clearly define the Experience Of Life You Want For Your Life.
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It becomes your ongoing reference point for decision making, or a place to go when
you just need some Self-Appreciation, or a space for imaging what new possibilities
you could bring into the world next.

Create Your Life…Intentionally
You have a choice.

You can keep reacting to life, “cobbling” it together as you go, hearing that voice in your
head saying "Why Can't I Do Something That Matters To Me?"

Or...

1.) Assemble the Life Tools you were given. 
2.) Get clear about the 

"Live A Life That Light's You Up!"™

Stop waiting at the curb for your life to come along.

You'll miss out on so many beautiful experiences.

Worst of all, you'll miss out on the experience of the best of who You are.

The Power Of Intentional Living Membership was designed to help you avoid exactly
that.

We start by using proven techniques and tools from psychology, science and business
to help you uncover your natural gifts and understand how to apply them in your life. 

Next, we show you how to define the experience of life you truly want for You. 

Experience Of Life You Truly Want.
3.) Intentionally Start Focusing What You Do around the areas where success and
fulfillment are most likely to occur for you.
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Then, we help you bring that experience of life into reality with coaching, life skill
training, articles, ideas and a constant connection to a caring community.

All designed to help you intentionally create a life that is fun, fulfilling and connected to
what matters in your life. Your North Star.

Become A Member
 a few times a year.

But I don't want you to wait!

To give you a jump start on what you'll be learning in the Membership, I created a Free
"OnRamp" Mini-series so you can start making progress, help us get to know each
other and have you start moving forward now.

Join The Power Of Intentional Living "Waitlist Experience!" Here

Each week you'll learn new skills, have questions answered, have a few laughs and
better understand the power of a life lived Intentionally.

You really can "Live A Life That Light's You Up!"™

 Start Building A Better Life Now by >Clicking Here< 

And never stop moving forward.

Cheers,

Paul A. Good  MM, MEd
President

The Power Of Intentional Living Membership only opens
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Like Us On Facebook: The Power Of Intentional Living 
Or Instagram: paul.good.intentional.living

Visit Us At Our Website: www.ThePowerOfIntentionalLiving.com
Have Questions: AskUs@ThePowerOfIntentionalLiving.com

.

Live A Life That Light's You Up!™ 
Become A Member Here

Create A Fun, Fulfilling Life You Love!

Stay Connected To The Power Of Intentional Living
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